
Expectation 1... Easy access from anywhere around the country!

Expectation 2... A hot spring aquatic park with cares of your health!

Expectation 3... New concept of water play areas built on a ski slope!

Expectation 4...  Water play areas specialized for children with      
an average deep of 0.9m!

“Yangji Hot Spring Water”! 
The Aqua FUN is operated with

The “Yangji Hot Spring Water” in Yangji Pine Resort features the content of sodium bicarbonate 
(Na(Ca)-HCO3) that is said to have good therapeutic effect to chromic dermatitis, anaemia, neuralgia, 
nephritis and even digestive, respiratory troubles and diabetes as well.

We have an idea of making an aquatic park on a slope……
an aquatic park fi lled with hot spring water……

You may have the Aqua FUN 
 just this summer!



is filled with hot spring water
allowing you to have fun
along with health care.

Different thrills experienced 
in different Slides!!!

Racing Slide  Tube Slide Kids Slide High Speed Slide 
You will feel both speed and fun 
racing on a mat starting at the same 
time with other 4 lines. 

This slide is the longest one in Aqua FUN 
where you will experience to ride along 
the slide with many slope’s changes. 

There are three courses of slide here 
with gentle slopes and life guards will 
guard the kids for their playing safely. 

This is the most exciting slide in Aqua 
FUN with a max. slope of 65° allowing 
you to have extreme feeling of thrill. 

Adults Pool Kids Pool Leisure Pool Play Pool Lazy Pool
This is the suitable area 
for the guests who can 
swim freely since here is 
the deepest in Aqua FUN. 

In the Kids Pool with a deep of 
0.3m, swimming a dolphin, and 
a ball pool, the kids can have 
free play and fun. 

Various cross activity 
facilities are offered 
here for children to have 
adventure. 

You can play water polo at 
the center area of the pool, 
the largest pool in Aqua 
FUN.

Lazy Pool flows around the 
Play Pool and you will be 
carried by the currents and 
drift on tube. 

Inquiry for Service 

031-338-2001

You will have different funs 
in different Pools!!!


